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ABOUT US

ENTT ENERGY was established in 1998 with the aim of serving the
Turkish Electricity Market.
The Company was founded by Senior Executives who have many
years of experience in financing, engineering, contracting,
construction and commissioning of Energy Generation Plants and
related infrastructure.
Since its establishment, our company has been involved in the
installation of power plants with a comprehensive installed capacity
of over 4000 MWe. Besides the company’s history in the energy
market, as a team, we have over 30 years of hands on experience
in the development of wind, hydro, thermal and gas power plants
at positions ranging from engineering to c-level management and
partnership.
ENTT ENERGY was formed to combine the partners’ extensive
experience in the sector, in order to serve the rapidly expanding
Turkish Energy Market.
In our 20th year in Energy Sector, we have restructured the company
and have expanded our areas of business. Today, we offer services
ranging from offering turnkey power plant solutions to conducting
technical due diligence for M&As. We develop energy generation
projects not only in Turkey but also in Eastern Europe and Africa
for Independent Power Producers. In addition to energy generation
solutions, ENTT ENERGY develops projects, products and solutions
to contribute to the transition of Turkish Electricity Distribution
network.
The sophisticated and complicated nature of power plants
requires experience in conducting feasibility studies, contracting,
construction and commissioning as well as a highly efficient
organizational set up. ENTT ENERGY, with it qualifications, is ready
to be your solution partner in energy investments.
ENTT ENERGY offers vast experience, extensive knowledge and
complete integrity.
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OUR CORPORATE VALUES
We believe that the path to business
excellence and progress must be shaped
by moral principles and the core values of
our society.

OUR VISION
ENTT ENERGY have adopted the pursuit of
“Business Excellence” as the corporate
vision since it was founded in 1998. Thus,
we put great value into corporate culture
and competence, and see them as vital
elements which ensures the harmony and
expertise needed to reach our goal.
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SERVICES

ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY
ENTT Energy provides engineering solutions for all kinds of energy
generation plants: coal, natural gas, biomass and biogas, wind,
hydro and solar. We work closely with your team to understand the
requirements and goals of your project in the early stages.
Our objective is simple; solving your most difficult problems.
Whether you have a greenfield project, or you want to implement
major upgrades to your energy asset, our team has the necessary
experience and skills. We make sure you get the most out of your
investment with our advanced process technologies and innovative
approach.
We believe in teamwork, and we cooperate with world’s largest
engineering firms to get specialized support while helping you
tackle your challenges. This global approach allows us to bring the
experts your project needs from anywhere in the world.
Your invesment will be secured with our expertise.

ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION
Electricity Grid in Turkey requires major upgrades in order to catch
up with the rapid developments in the area.
ENTT meet with distribution network operators and come up with
solutions to ensure a reliable supply and to tackle their major
challenges. With their skills and experience, our team members
offer smart solutions to help network operators with planning,
maintenance, increasing lifetime of equipment, operation and
monitoring of electricity grids.
Maximizing efficiency and minimizing operational costs ensures
a well-functioning power grid which have positive impact on both
profitability and end customer satisfaction. We also offer a variety
of Vizimax Inc. products that benefits HV/MV equipment where we
also provide engineering, implementation, and after-sale assistance.
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Project development aims to turn visionary ideas into feasible
projects. As ENTT Energy, we do not only develop projects, but we
provide direction in every stage of the energy projects.
Our service is comprehensive and includes conceptual design,
technology selection, market research, site selection, technical and
commercial feasibility, acquiring necessary permits and licenses,
assistance in securing bank loans, procurement, erection, and
commissioning.
Together we can make your dream energy project come to life.

DUE DILIGENCE
Due diligence is the process of analyzing and evaluating the
technology, product, design, and processes in an energy asset prior
to the merger or an acquisition of a company. This assessment
aims to provide insight into the costs and risks involved in the
acquisition or sales transaction. Together with our renowned global
partners, our service includes technical, regulatory, and commercial
due diligence and feasibilities. Along with due diligence, we provide
services such as long-term strategy development for the specific
asset and operational strategy planning to optimize the energy
generation.
Due diligence is critical, not just for decision making but also for
financing purposes. ENTT is trusted by the financial institutions as
an expert of energy investments.
With our extensive knowledge and experience in Turkish Energy
Market, we provide assist starting from assessment stage to signing
of sales/acquisition agreement. With our help, you will make sure
that your return expectations are met.
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POWER PLANT REHABILITATION
Whether it is because technological advances, environmental
legislation, government regulation or simply racked up operational
hours, energy assets constantly need to be upgraded to improve
performance of the power systems.
After a careful and extensive assessment of the facility, we provide
recommended solutions which will bring the maximum performance
boost at the lowest possible cost. The results will be; increasing
the plant’s overall efficiency by optimizing the performance of the
equipment, bringing operation to design capacity, enhancing the
plant’s reliability, extending the lifecycle of the equipment, and
increasing the positive commercial impact of the plant.
Our services include assessment through site studies, cost
effective solutions, replacement of the equipment, modernization
of the equipment, monitoring, technical training of the staff and
supervising.

MARKET AND STRATEGY
Turkish Energy Market is unique and if you are planning to enter,
you must know about all the dynamics of the market to make sound
business moves and strategies. We want to guide you and help you
exploit its true potential.
Investors who are looking to acquire an energy asset, must navigate
through a market where economics and politics are one of a kind.
Hence, the intrinsic values of assets are not always clear. With our
two decades of experience in over 4000MWe of installed capacity,
we offer assessment, insight, and advice to help you make decisions
that will get you real results, faster.
Some of the world’s largest energy equipment manufacturers
choose ENTT Energy to help them understand the market trends
which puts their product ahead of its competitors. We provide
companies a with a roadmap, including short-term and longterm strategies for each product and set realistic, profitable, and
sustainable goals.
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PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
Owning, operating and servicing power plants for over 2 decades,
we have the experience to offer solutions and to provide
performance optimization strategies, allowing you to get the
optimal performance from your power plant. After collecting and
analyzing data at different operational conditions, we partner up
with your operations team to identify the parts of the process
where the performance is hindered.
We provide a list of improvements, prioritizing on a cost-benefit
basis, and an optimization strategy. Following this strategy will
increase energy generation, plant efficiency and labor efficiency
hence will have great financial benefits.
With a combination of savings -fuel and consumables- and efficient
labor, our performance optimization solutions will ensure the
demanded financial improvements of your energy assets are met.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Energy costs are the usually largest item within the operational
expenses of facilities. Lowering energy use while maintaining
production levels is a tricky challenge. Visionary business owners
turn to trusted and experienced professionals to tackle this
challenge and such cooperation has great financial benefits.
Our experts provide energy-efficiency strategies which require a
combination of technical, operational, regulatory, and managerial
experience.
ENTT Energy conducts Energy Audits with accurate monitoring and
sensitive measurement to assess facilities. These assessments
will identify the points of largest consumption, energy waste,
and the inefficiencies in the energy supply. Once the assessment
is finalized, most of the solutions usually require small capital
investments and easy-to-apply yet have high returns.
Besides the obvious financial benefits of energy saving measures,
energy efficiency is a must to reduce the negative impacts of
energy waste on the environment. Like any other kind of waste,
energy waste is a big burden on our planet.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Energy projects are complex, now more than ever with stricker
environmental legislations and increasing government regulations.
While companies and their shareholders expect quick results from
their energy investments, energy market has serious challenges.
Project management services helps companies be on-time and on
budget by efficiently allocating resources.
With our expertise, we develop tailor-made project management
strategies and execute them to make sure on-time project delivery.
Our team has some of the most experiences project managers of
energy sector who your company can rely on a hundred percent.

PROCUREMENT
Procurement is of utmost important when it comes to reducing the
cost and the construction time. Materials and equipment supply are
typically at least 50% of the investment costs in energy projects.
Finding the right vendor which will provide the right equipment
with best the cost-performance ratio at a short period of time is a
tough challenge.
Vendors are also usually quite flexible to work with local companies
to distribute manufacturing of certain parts. By facilitating this
we decrease cost and time drastically. Enabling the contracting
company to pull the commissioning date forward which can mean
millions of dollars in unplanned revenue.
We take every detail into account to make sure the procurement
process goes smooth and efficient. Our extended services include;
installation management, approving the quality of vendors –
manufacturing facility visits, stamps, etc., logistics help, and
sensitive scheduling.
12
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PRODUCTS

VIZIMAX SynchroTeq® Plus
Owning, operating and servicing power plants for over 2 decades, we have the
experience to offer solutions and to provide performance optimization strategies,
allowing you to get the optimal performance from your power plant. After
collecting and analyzing data at different operational conditions, we partner
up with your operations team to identify the parts of the process where the
performance is hindered.
We provide a list of improvements, prioritizing on a cost-benefit basis, and an
optimization strategy. Following this strategy will increase energy generation,
plant efficiency and labor efficiency hence will have great financial benefits.
With a combination of savings -fuel and consumables- and efficient labor,
our performance optimization solutions will ensure the demanded financial
improvements of your energy assets are met.
A controlled switching device – CSD – for high voltage and medium voltage
circuit breakers, SynchroTeq is the one and only “Manufacturer Agnostic”
solution, applicable to either brand new or existing equipment. SynchroTeq
Plus is designed and manufactured in compliance with top industry quality and
performance standards.
Advantages of SynchroTeq Plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Reduces inrush current;
Eliminates voltage disturbances;
Limits mechanical and electromagnetic stresses on transformers;
Increases reliability and stability of power lines;
Lowers maintenance costs;
Extends HV equipment lifetime;
IEC 61850, DNP3 and Modbus network compatibility;
Supports HV equipment monitoring.

VIZIMAX SynchroTeq® Lite
SynchroTeq® Lite is an extension of the SynchroTeq® Plus aimed at HV circuit
breakers and MV switchgears.
A compact Control Switching Device (CSD) for HV circuit breakers and MV
switchgears with independent pole mechanism, the SynchroTeq Lite is specifically
designed for capacitor banks, shunt reactors, filters and power transformers
switching projects.
The SynchroTeq Lite features a comprehensive set of Controlled Switching modes,
and performs significantly well in a variety of applications.
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SynchroTeq Plus
Load Switching Application

SynchroTeq
Lite

SynchroTeq
Plus

Discharged Capacitor
Banks- MSC/MSCDNt
Shunt Reactors- MSR
Power Transformers (Peak Voltage)
Power Transformers (Residual Flux)
Power Transformers
in Parallel (Residual Flux)*
Compensated / Uncompansated
Transmission lines (any kV level)
Cables (MV, HV, submarine)
Partially Charged Capacitor Banks- MSC/FLT
CB and a half (any kV level)
Voltage Range
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Up to UHV

SynchroTeq Plus
+VL measurement

POWERSIDE PQube® 3 Power Analyzer
The PQube® 3 series of high-speed, revenue-grade power analyzers measure,
identify, and record all power quality disturbance, and environmental process
parameter data in real-time. It connects directly to voltages up to 690 V and
auto-configures by auto-detecting the mains frequency, wiring configuration and
nominal voltage.
The PQube 3 series boasts an impressive number of standard features including
intuitive touch-screen display, up to 14 energy metering channels, 4-quadrant
metering, alarms, and automatic reporting. The PQube 3 is made sturdy and
compact, easily fitting into production equipment, data centers, rackmounts or
harsh environments.
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Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auto-configures, it auto-detects the mains frequency, wiring configuration,
and nominal voltage
Use on single or three-phase loads or a combination of loads
4-quadrant ANSI Class 0.2 revenue–grade energy on 8 or up to 14 singlephase energy metering channels
Data accessible remotely or by user-defined image-based reports delivered
by email
No software or transformer to install
An exhaustive array of inputs from electrical to environmental
Interface available in over 13 languages
Touch screen display and anti-tamper lid
32 GB of internal flash memory holds years of data and events
Certified UL, CSA, ROHS, FCC, IEC, ANSI, TUV, and EMC compliant

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Versatile, use as power analyzer, controller, voltage monitor, and a
revenue-grade meter
Get alerted to power, environmental, or process parameter symptoms
before they happen
Monitors, records, and reports in real-time 24/7/365
Pinpoints the root cause of power quality or identifies unrelated issues
Installs anywhere, snap onto a DIN rail, pole mount, wall mount or rack
mount
Reduce electricity costs and equipment failure
Reduce nuisance tripping or unexplained resetting of control devices
Use to accurately allocate electric rate structure costs in commercial
buildings
Provides daily, weekly, or monthly understandable and actionable data,
upon disturbance
FREE report writer companion software and Modbus real-time dashboard

Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Semi-conductor manufacturing and semi-conductor tools
Diagnostic imaging equipment systems in hospitals or health facilities
Data centers, telecom equipment and towers
Offshore platforms, marine vessels or remote operation vehicles
Airports and railway stations
Commercial and Industrial facilities
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GLOBAL SOLUTION PARTNERS
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COMPANY NAME
ENTT ENERJI TAAHHUT VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
ADDRESS
MUSTAFA KEMAL MAH. DUMLUPINAR BULVARI
274/7 B BLOK NO:24 MAHALL ANKARA
06520 ÇANKAYA/ANKARA
PHONE
+90 (312) 473 63 30
+90 (312) 473 63 31
EMAIL
info@enttenerji.com
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